Choose the Definition

Directions: Draw a line from the word to the word or phrase that best defines it.

1. disagreeable  a. able to be saved
2. responsible  b. cute and lovable
3. unreliable  c. able to be trusted
4. adorable  d. able to be convinced
5. recognizable  e. not responsible
6. persuadable  f. unpleasant
7. salvageable  g. able to be identified

Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence.

8. The absence of the team’s best player was __________ during the game.
   agreeable     noticeable     noticable     agreable

9. Although the chair was wobbly, it was still __________.
   varyable     variable     servicable     serviceable

10. Jo had to write an essay about an __________ person, so she chose her grandmother.
    admirable     undeniable     admireable     undenyable